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                   PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 

I am sure you would agree with me that this year has 
been one that we have never experienced or have had 
to cope with before. It has been disappointing that we 
have not been able to have our social ‘get-togethers’ 
each month or hold any other activities such as bus 
tours. 

It is difficult to know when the situation will change 
and when restrictions will be eased. The members of 
the Committee are positive that things will improve 
and have been discussing ideas for the way forward.  

We are investigating using Zoom technology to     
present our General and Family History meetings 
next year, if necessary. Are you interested in this   
option? We would welcome your comments, 
thoughts, ideas and suggestions.  

Please contact any Committee Member by phone, or 
email Annet Latham at: membership@khs.org.au. 

We have received some interesting and encouraging 
feedback regarding the Newsletter. Have you        
submitted an article yet?                       Take care. 

                                                          Lorna Watt                                                          

          ————————  //  ———————— 

                              New Members 

We extend a warm welcome to the following       
members who recently joined the Society.  

Gillian Lord  of Turramurra 

Rob  Bowman  of  North Turramurra 

We hope you find your membership rewarding, and 
look forward to your participation in our activities 
once we have returned to normal from COVID-19.  

———————  //  ————————        

                   More words from our past 

Government Servants -  Convicts. 

Pardons – Absolute: Allowed to convicts who had 

completed their years of sentence. They could  return 

to England.                                        Max  Farley                                

                                                            

     *        Family History Group news  ( see page 8 )                   

RootsTech Connect 
Totally Online. Completely Free. 

The pandemic has changed everything worldwide, 
the RootsTech conference is no exception.  RootsTech 
is the world’s biggest family history conference and 
has been running for the past 10 years.  Thousands 
(literally) of attendees have flocked to Salt Lake City 
in Utah or to London to attend the conferences. 
The 2021 conference will be run online 25-27 February 

and will be totally free. It will be called RootsTech 
Connect, and will have all the usual inspirational  
keynote speakers and classes. But this time, instead of 
the classes being 60 minutes long, there will now be 5 
minute ’how-to’ sessions, 10 minute demos and 20 
minute classes. There will also be a virtual Expo Hall, 
where exhibitors can showcase their products and 
you can ask them questions. 
In case you are worried that this event would require 
you to get up in the middle of the night, fear not. 
Classes will be running 24 hours a day to cover all 
time zones. They will also be recorded and will be 
available online afterwards. 
This is a fantastic opportunity to ’attend’ a RootsTech 
conference without the cost of airfares and accommo-
dation. The only thing you need to do is to register at 
http://rootstech.org.  It takes less than five minutes to 
register, and is free. 
                                                                    Notes  by  Jenny  Joyce 

              

     A Message from the Membership Secretary 

     I would like to thank members for  the  positive 

response to renewal notices and also for the receipt 

of donations and notes of appreciation. As there are 

a few members whose fees are still outstanding it 

would be appreciated if payment could be finalised 

by the end of the month.  

                                                          Annet Latham  

mailto:membership@khs.org.au
http://rootstech.org
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Annie Biddulph 

                   A Spoon Full of History. 

Most of us have treasures we have collected over 
our lifetimes which are of very little monetary    
value but which have enormous emotional,        
historical and cultural value to us as individuals. In 
fact I have so many of these now that my children 
are quite nervous that one day they may have to 
sort them all out and do something with them. In 
the meantime I use some of them on a  daily basis, 
look at some of them in bookcases, occasionally 
open a box under the house and sigh over the 
dusty contents or open a cupboard and at the back 
find one of these treasures that I  desperately  
wanted to show someone a year ago but could not 
find. I know I am not alone. 

One of my treasures, in daily use, evokes         
memories of a particular social strata of life in   
Sydney between the wars. It also has a connection 
with our Library, a tenuous connection perhaps 
but I cling to the thought! 

I worked on the Snowy Mountains Scheme right 
through the 60s and during that time the        Jinda-
byne Valley was flooded. In the process The Creel 
fishing lodge on the Thredbo River went    under 
water and I rescued one of my treasures from there 
as the building was being demolished. It’s a three-
piece treasure actually - a teapot, a   sugar bowl 
and a hot water jug, made of regal plate, all en-
graved The Creel. They polish up beautifully! 

The Creel was built in 1909 and after the first World 
War became the haunt, among others, of a group of 
Phillip Street lawyers and Macquarie Street sur-
geons. There was also a Librarian! – the longest-
serving State Librarian William Ifould who was a 
passionate fly fisherman. Ifould was  regularly 
seen in these and other social circles of the times. 
He was a great networker and the State Library 
owes much to his skill in moving quietly but     
purposefully among the rich and famous.  

purposefully among the rich and famous.  

As I pour my morning tea, spoon in the sugar and 
top up the pot from the jug I imagine William Ifould 
doing the same while on The Creel verandah watching 
the trout rise. Was his hand on this very pot over 
ninety years ago? I am sure it was - and who will 
gainsay me? Was that one lump or two William? 

                                                              Patrick Dodd. 

      ——————— —  //  ————————                                                                        

                                 Glad Tidings 

Last month I explored the story of ‘Bondi Mary’ my 
mother’s aunt. Today I am exploring part of the life of 
William Corly Butler, my maternal grandfather’s  
older brother, who was born in Dublin in January 
1869.  

At the age of 19, Corly, as he was known, migrated to 
Australia and after spending time in Perth where it is 
thought he entered the Methodist ministry, he        
arrived in Adelaide when aged 25.  

Rev. Corly moved to Morgan, an early settlement on 
the Murray River in 1894 to take up the position of 
Primitive Methodist Minister. This part of the Murray 
River was particularly busy at this time with many 
village settlers ‘trooping up the great waterway’ to 
start a new life.  

To help him in his work in the area, Rev. Corly was 
able to purchase a twin-screw steam boat he named 
Glad Tidings that enabled him to visit the villages and 
homes along the waterway. Villages visited included 
Murtho, Lyrup, Pyap, the largest, and Wakeri, the 
prettiest, with thirteen villages overall.  

Over the next three years he was able to serve the 
settlers both spiritually and in many practical ways as 
he gave medical advice, dispensed medicine,          
distributed clothing, circulated books and much 
more.  

Glad Tidings was funded by donations and help from 
the larger Adelaide area community. The trips were 
conducted each fortnight and he was supported by a 
mechanic and boy helper.  He appears to have        
involved himself in the many local discussions where 
he supported the locals in their dealings with       
Government.  

One of Rev. Corly’s experiences was described thus: 
‘After enjoying two or three meals in which the bill of 
fare consisted entirely of bread and treacle, the latter 
watered to make it go further, he had placed before 
him for breakfast some rabbit. After the meal he 
heard one of the children asking his mother if he 
could have the bones. “No”, said the frugal lady, “I 
want to make soup of them for your father’s dinner.” 

One time during his time on the Murray, Rev. Corly 
observed that some of the women on the settlements 
“Have their tongues hung in the middle so that they 
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can wag at both ends at the same time.” 

In 1897  Rev. Corly was transferred to the Perth 
circuit and served in Western Australia for 24 
years in various parishes and also as a Naval 
Chaplain and Prison Chaplain. He married Annie 
Lavina Renouf in 1900 and they had three         
children. In 1924 they returned  to Melbourne 
where he earned a state wide reputation as a    
brilliant and powerful preacher ‘whose mind    
refused to be bound by conventional thought and 
expression’.  

Annie passed away in 1934 at Middle Park,      
Melbourne, and three years later, at the age of 66  
Corly married Catherine Cornell  and they had 
three children.  

Rev. William Corly Butler died at Sandringham, 
Melbourne on 15 March 1955 aged 86.  

 Background Notes: Who were the Butlers? 

Since the end of the 12th century the Butlers appear to 
be one of the most important names historically in    
Ireland  The name arrived in Ireland, when Theobald   
Fitzwalter landed at Waterford with Prince John as part 
of the Norman conquest. Theobald Fitzwalter was    
created ‘Chief Butler of Ireland’  by Henry 11 in the 
year 1177 from whence the name Butler was established 
and Kilkenny was its seat of power. The Butlers       
consolidated their position by building many fine    
Castles, Churches and Abbeys. Unfortunately, my  
Butler forebears are not likely to be part of this 
‘Establishment’!  

  References:  

‘The Betterment of the Masses’, South Australian 
Register, Tuesday 9 April 1895;   

‘Village Settlement Life on the Murray’, Kapunda 
Herald SA, Friday 12 April 1895; 

‘The Rev. W. Corly Butler’, South Australian Regis-
ter, Wednesday 8 May 1895.                                                

                                                         Neil Falconer                                                          

                    North  Shore Bridge. 

            The Sydney Morning Herald, 15th August 1896 

Mr E M Clark, M L A, addressed a large gathering of 

residents and others interested in the construction of 

a bridge to connect the northern suburbs with the 

city of Sydney last night, at the Gardeners' Arms 

Pymble. 

The chair was taken by Mr Samuel King, who        

introduced Mr Clark to the gathering. Mr Clark 

spoke at considerable length on the absolute          

necessity for direct communication with Sydney. 

He appealed to the people in the northern electorates 

to support him in his efforts to have connection 

granted. The opportunity should not he allowed to 

pass without every effort being put forward to see 

the bridge an accomplished fact.  

He did not care which scheme was adopted so long 

as connection with Sydney was secured. He          

considered it a certainty that communication would 

be granted, and the Select Committee of the House 

now sitting was determined it should be made. 

Mr G Howarth, M L A , also spoke in support and 

referred to the benefits that would accrue to the     

district when connection was complete. 

On the motion of Mr Hugh Duff, seconded by Mr M 

Bourke, it was unanimously decided, "That this 

meeting supports Messrs Clark and Howarth in their 

efforts to obtain a bridge between Sydney and North 

Sydney, and that the chairman conveys this            

resolution, by petition to the select committee of   

Parliament now sitting." 

 

    36  years  later the Sydney Harbour Bridge is a reality. 

 

     The link below shows the construction of the bridge.  

 http://www.youtube.com/embed/Jy5cZ-IO0Eg?feature=player_detailpage 

3 

The  ‘Glad Tidings’ on the Murray  River 

http://www.youtube.com/embed/Jy5cZ-IO0Eg?feature=player_detailpage
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 Harry  Arford 

Hubert  Muddle 

                    Murder  in   Killara 

The murder of Leopoldine Hacker in her Killara 

home on Friday, 14 December 1951, attracted a great 

deal of interest in the press. At least 250 articles    

appeared over the next decade. Many of them           

included words like ‘palatial’ and ‘luxurious’ when 

describing the house, or her clothing and   jewellery. 

She had 150 dresses, 8 fur coats (at least 2 were 

mink, valued at £800, each) and more than £5,000 of 

jewellery. 

 

                           Leopoldine’s Birth Certificate 

On that Friday morning, Arthur Hacker kissed his 

42 year old slim brunette Austrian wife, and went 

off to work in the city. He was   managing director 

of Century Motors on Broadway. They had migrated 

to Australia in 1939. He, too, was 

Austrian. In 1951,they had lived in 

the Killara house for about 2 years. 

They did not have children. The 

plan had been that they would 

meet about 5.30pm and go to    

dinner with friends. He had     

purchased a gift of  jewellery for 

her. 

When she had not arrived by 

6.00pm he rang home but there 

was no answer. He then rang a 

garage near the Killara station, 

where his wife normally left her car when catching 

the train. The proprietor   advised that she had not 

done so. Mr Hacker drove home, getting there about 

6.45pm. 

He found his wife’s car in the garage under the 

house. The front door was open. On entering, he 

found blood stains on the hall carpet. Lights were on 

upstairs and in the lower hall. He switched on the 

lights in the sunroom and found his wife’s body on 

its back on the floor. Her feet were bare, her face 

badly beaten, and a silk cord was tightly around her 

neck. A trail of blood led across several rooms. 

At that time they had lived in what was described by 

the press as a palatial 14 roomed two-story brick 

house on two acres on the corner of Northcote      

Avenue and Arthur Street. Mrs  Hacker was a keen 

gardener, and according to neighbours, she was 

dressed in a two-piece sunsuit that morning, so that 

she could spend time in the garden. They had not 

had a gardener for a few weeks. 

When watering his garden about 6.50pm on that 

day, Jim Law, a 19 year-old who lived opposite, saw 

Mr Hacker come out his front door and walk up and 

down his garden path several times. He saw Jim and 

called out ’’burglars’. Jim walked over, and Mr 

Hacker burst into tears and seemed to be hysterical. 

Jim returned to his house and called his mother (Mrs 
Helene Rankin) who ran to Mr Hacker. He told her 

‘something dreadful has happened to Paula’ and 
took her into the sunroom. Mr Hacker and Mrs   
Rankin went to Mrs Rankin’s house, where she 
phoned the police and an ambulance. Later it was 
established that Mr Hacker had already done the 
same. 

    

Detectives arrived and found the contents of     

drawers and cupboards in upstairs rooms scattered 

on the floors. In her bedroom, they found several 

purses turned inside out. The detectives believed 

money, jewellery and other valuables were missing. 

On the day of her murder, Mrs Hacker had between 

£100-200. In addition to her money, £500 pounds of 

his was also taken.  

The detectives think that Mrs Hacker was in the   

garden when the murderer entered the house from a 

wrought-iron stairway behind the garage opposite 

Arthur Street. The detectives believe that the       

murderer was ransacking the home when Mrs   

Hacker entered from the patio leading into the sun-

room, disturbing the intruder near the front door. 
4 

    Reward  for  Killer’s  

    Arrest  is  Likely. 
 

      SYDNEY. Friday.   ---  The State  

      Government may offer a £1000 

      reward for information leading to  

      the arrest of the murderer of  

      Mrs Leopoldine Hacker at Kil- 

      lara  on December 14. 

         Detectives are still relying on  

     obtaining a clue through the  

     stolen jewellery and fur des-  

     criptions of which have been sent 

     all around Australia as well as  

     London and Washington.  
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Macquarie  Lighthouse 

On 16 July 1952, The City Coroner returned a  finding 

of murder by a person or persons unknown 

Mrs Hacker did not leave a will, and letters of         

administration were granted. She left £21,616, and 

after paying debts, £13,627 was left. According to law, 

half went to her husband, the balance to two  sisters 

in Austria. 

Arthur Hacker moved and in 1963 was living in  

Pymble Avenue with Christine Hacker. They were 

still  living there in 1977. He died on 12 December 

1978, with a funeral service at Macquarie Park. 

Three years after the murder, there were still      

newspaper headlines like “A beauty was murdered 

for her jewels.” 

[Comment: There are some interesting aspects to the 

case which caused rumour. How would the intruder 

know of the revolver in the kitchen, and why go    

upstairs to retrieve a silk pyjama cord. The bulk and 

weight of two fur coats would be difficult to         

manage. Hacker denied that he had married soon  

after Leopoldine’s death.] 

                                                      Morrison  Hammond 

         ————————  //  ———————— 

                      Influenza and the AIF 

                                                  part 5    

                                           Arriving home 

The Daily Telegraph in Sydney reported on 4            
November 1918 that ‘a passenger on the Japanese 
mail steamer Tango Maru died from influenza while 
on the voyage from Japan. The vessel was             
quarantined on arrival in port on  Saturday. There 
had been 12 cases on board. All schools in Auckland 
have been closed on account of the epidemic. So far 
Australia has not been affected. Altogether there  
have been eight vessels quarantined’ (page 1).  

It wasn’t long away. ‘The “second wave” was due to 
reach Australia - and did in fact reach her nearest 
neighbours – during the first stage of the  repatriation 
of the A.I.F. Hitherto no serious attempt had been 
made in any country to check the   invader - its march 
was exactly as rapid as man could travel.’ (Official 
History of the Australian Army Medical Services, 1914–
1918, section IV p 781). 

Dramatic action occurred: ‘…upon news of its arrival 
in Cape Town and New Zealand the Australian     
Director-General of Quarantine made a decision 
which stands out as one of the most enterprising and 
courageous in the history of international quarantine. 
It was no less than an attempt to stay the disease by 
declaring it an ‘enemy’ within the meaning of the 
Quarantine Act; and this at a moment when the in-
conveniences, restrictions, and even dangers arising 

The police theory was that the intruder attacked 

Mrs Hacker in the sunroom. She fought him down 

the panelled hallway to the kitchen, where he 

battered her face and body, perhaps using the butt 

of a Browning automatic pistol. The pistol, with 

hair strands attached to it was found behind the    

kitchen door. Leaving her in the kitchen, the     

intruder went upstairs searching for money and 

jewels. 

Police believed that by the time he had returned 

downstairs, she had crawled to the sunroom, 

where the murderer tied a silk pyjama cord 

around her neck and strangled her. Pyjamas were 

found on a chair in an upstairs bedroom. A Killara 

doctor told the police that the attack was probably 

about 8.30am, which was shortly after Mr      

Hacker’s departure.  

Arthur Hacker collapsed at her 

burial service, at Our Lady of 

the Sacrament,    Pymble, on 18 

December 1951. Police diverted 

traffic for the 100 car cortege 

going to Northern  Suburbs 

cemetery  

There were various conjectures 

about the identity of the killer. 

Mrs Hacker was a little more than about 5 feet tall 

and slim so this attack could have been done by a 

woman. This hypothesis was also supported by 

the fact that the two furs that were taken were the 

best of several, and a man would not have any 

idea about fur values. 

On 31 January 1952, the NSW Government offered 

£1,000 pounds reward for information leading to 

the conviction of the murderer. The motor trade 

subscribed another £1,000 pounds. 

Using a search for the fur coats and jewellery 

proved fruitless. Because of their value it was 

thought that it would be difficult to dispose of 

them in Australia. Even the FBI was involved. 

In 1952, Hacker attempted to sell his house for 

£40,000. He sold it in 1954, with no price            

disclosure. 

The City Coroner opened a murder inquiry into 

the death of Mrs Leopoldine Hacker on 15 July 

1952. Despite intensive investigation by CIB   

homicide throughout Australia, no clue had been 

found to identify the killer, nor had there been any 

trace of furs and jewellery that was stolen at the 

time of the murder. 

  5 
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from quarantine measures enforced would fall 
most heavily on the soldiers returning from the 
war!’ (Ibid). 

The Tambellup Times (WA) reported on 20           
November that ‘an overseas steamer carrying 
about 1,300 returned soldiers arrived at  Fremantle 
on Sunday, of whom 90 are for this State. Owing to 
two cases of   influenza being on board, the      
Westralians have been removed to Woodman's 
point [south of Perth] under  quarantine’ (page 1). 

Bean recorded that ‘… the greatest strain on the      
discipline of the force actually came when       
transports reached Australia and, sometimes 
through the detection of a single case of   influenza, 
were quarantined although the epidemic was    
already beginning to spread throughout the    
country. It is said that by delaying the epidemic the quarantine probably saved Australia a heavy toll of life. 
The officers, ships’ captains and quarantine authorities organised what amusements they could and the trial 
was generally borne with astonishing good humour.’ (Bean, C E W  Official History of Australia in the War of 
1914-1918, vol VI p 1073, emphasis as in the original). 

                                                                                                                                                        Chris  Edye 

                                            ——————— –- —   //  ———————— —   

                                                 The  Ian  Alastair  Ramage  Memorial 

 

Ian Ramage lived at Wahroonga for most  of his life. In 1991  
his first book ‘Wahroonga – Our Home ‘ was published and 
he then went on to research and write two more books about 
the area. 

In 1996 he wrote ‘One Hundred Years ago ‘which is based on 
a study of 198 families living in Turramurra and Wahroonga 
listed by George Collingridge in his journal ‘Progress’ in 
1897. 

Ian Ramage’s final book was ‘We still call Wahroonga our 
Home’ which was published in 2003.  

                                                                                                          The Monument is in Millewa Ave adjacent to the station  

 

The  troops  arriving  home. 

    The Memorial in Wahroonga 

The memorial was unveiled by Her Excellency Professor Marie Bashir AC, CVO 

on 2nd November 2008 accompanied by the Knox College Band.  
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Circa   1952 

                        Forest  Coach  Lines 

The year 1928 saw brothers Trevor and Eric Royle       
migrate from their Welsh homeland to Australia. Like 
many newcomers to Australia, the 2 brothers strove for a 
more prosperous life in their new country. 

For the first 2 years Trevor and Eric worked as           
farmhands in northern NSW. Returning  to the Sydney 
area in 1930, they decided to buy a promising small    
suburban bus business  from Mr E Jones of Roseville.  
With this purchase the Royle brothers laid the            
foundations for Forest Coach Lines now a large Sydney 
bus company. 

The decision to enter the bus industry at this stage was 
brave as the economic depression was starting to take 
hold and the government was preparing to introduce 
legislation to protect government transport from        
competition. The passage of this legislation had          
profound consequences on many Sydney bus operators  
but  Royle Bros were deemed to be a feeder operation 
and not in competition to government services. 

The services purchased from Mr Jones were Roseville  
Station to Roseville Chase started in 1921. Chatswood   
Station to Roseville Chase started in 1924.  

Both these Routes provided weekday connections with 
train services to and from Milsons Point where            
commuters boarded ferries for the trip across the harbour 
to Circular Quay. After the Sydney Harbour Bridge was 
opened in 1932  trains travelled directly into the city.  

At the original depot in Addison Ave , Roseville which 
came with the business the Royles  parked their 3 buses  
in the back garden. The house is still standing only it has 
now had an extra story added to it. 

During the 1930s large areas of the Frenchs Forest district 
had been sub-divided into soldier settlement blocks for 
World War One returned service personnel. Even though 
the land was found unsuitable for farming more people 
settled in the district. 

In 1941 the fleet had outgrown its premises  and Trevor 
and Eric secured a site in Smith Street, Chatswood which 
allowed for future expansion plus had enough room to 
do major repairs on the fleet. This remained as the depot 
site until 1964 by which time they had outgrown the site 
and moved to Pringle Ave, Belrose. Also in that year 
there was a major change with the name going to Forest 
Coach Lines Pty Ltd and a colour change to white with 
green stripes. The last depot change was in 1979 to Mona 
Vale Road at Terrey Hills where it is today. 

New legislation was introduced with the Transport Act 
of 1990 which led to the demise of smaller operators and 
rationalisation of services between some operators. In 
1991 Forest acquired the Pymble to Mona Vale and      
Narrabeen routes from Hornsby Bus Group and in 1998 
the Pymble to St Ives Chase from Gillott’s  St. Ives Bus 
Service. 

                                                           Some of the old transport vehicles in the Ku-ring-gai area. 

Bernard  Royle  

A  Royle  Bros  bus 
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Newsletter Deadline 

Please send email copy for publication to 
editor@khs.org.au as early as possible, but no later than 
13th of each month. Items will only be accepted from 
members of KHS. Copy is accepted on the basis that Ku-
ring-gai Historical Society has editing rights and that 
readers can reproduce it in whole or in part with 
acknowledgment. If possible, material should be in 
electronic form, with as little formatting as possible, e.g. 
no bullets, coloured type, indenting or styles. 

© Ku-ring-gai Historical Society Inc. and authors. The 
content may be reproduced as sourced from this 
newsletter with acknowledgment to named authors. 

Research Centre  

   The Centre is open on Tuesdays from 10am to 12noon. 

  For correspondence :- 

 The Secretary ~        secretary@khs.org.au  

  Membership   ~       membership@khs.org.au  

ADMINISTRATION  

President Lorna Watt 0402 028 034 

Vice President Annet  Latham 0431 479 987 

Treasurer Marilyn van Eerde 0418 269 126 

Secretary Judith Godden  0408 967 937  

Past President Jenny Joyce 9440 2131 

Committee Neil Falconer 9488 7293 

 Morrison Hammond 9449 7447 

 Geoff Little 9449 3131 

 Yvette  Reeve 0414 249 737 

   

Family History Group  Sue Holmes, Convenor 9144 6354 

 Susan Alder 0409 981 605  

 Jo Harris  OAM 9489  4393 

 Margaret Holland 9488 5452 

 Jean Smith 9498 4468 

 Joan Stebbing 9489 6476 

 Pam Tout 9488 9807 

Appointees   

Accessions Jennifer  Wallin 9983 1871 

Book Sales Margaret Holland 9488 5452 

Catering Vicki Williams 9415 8833 

Computer Systems Peter Stehn 9489 9488 

Curators Ann Barry 9144 6480 

 Jennifer Harvey 9489 6390 

Built Heritage Group Trish Thomson 9499 8659 

Historian Editor Lorna Watt 0402 028 034 

Indexing  Beth Facer 9988 0823 

Newsletter Editor Geoff  Little               editor@khs.org.au 

Public Officer Helen Whitsed 9416 5825 

Research Team Leader Joan Stebbing 9489 6476 

Tour Contact Yvette Reeve 0414 249 737 

Speakers’ Programme Beverley Dunstan  9419 8526 

Volunteer Coordinator Jill Nicholson 9144 6948 

Web  Master  Peter Stehn 9489 9488 

Welfare Officer Jill Nicholson 9144 6948 

DIARY   DATE 

OCTOBER  

Thursday 1 Committee  meeting 1.30pm at Gordon 

   ———————  //  ——————- 

            
                      Family   History   Group 
 
Our Friday Family History Mornings are going well 
and we will continue to  open the rooms each Friday 
morning from 10-12 for family history research or 
assistance with clearing roadblocks and computer 
programmes.  To ensure we are within COVID-19 
guidelines, the number of people in the room will be 
limited so please let Sue Holmes 0414 255 003 know 
if you intend to  visit on a Friday. Alternatively you 
can ring us at the Research Centre (9499  4568) on a 
Friday morning. 

We are starting to plan for next year and investigat-
ing how we can run meetings within the COVID-19 
restrictions. I attended a Zoom meeting of the NSW 
and ACT Association of Family History Societies last 
weekend and participated in a discussion in how 
other family history organisations are handling the 
disruptions caused by the pandemic.  We will be 
seeking  input from members as to their interest in  
online events and whether members have              
participated in Zoom meetings, webinars etc from 
other history organisations. 

Don’t forget to check out the web pages for details of 
lectures etc at SAG, NSW State Library, National  
Library of Australia.                        Stay  well. 

                                                                Sue   Holmes                    

                   Treasurer’s   Report 

Due to COVID-19 there were no meetings in August 
2020 and our rooms are also closed except for 
Tuesday between 10 am and 12 noon. 

Membership Fees are still coming in and we have 
also had two Built Heritage enquiries and several 
book sales from our web site.  

A reminder that any monetary transactions can be 
made through our bank account which is: 

Ku-ring-gai Historical Society     Westpac Bank        
BSB:  032-083        Account No:   248971 

Please keep safe and well and look forward to the 
time when we can resume meetings. 

                                                    Marilyn van Eerde 

    

Contributions from members and readers most 

welcome on family history, Ku-ring-gai stories 

and general articles ; in fact anything that would 

interest readers of this newsletter.    

The  Editor’s “ inbox “ is  awaiting  articles. 
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